Outstanding Cooling Performance for GPU, RAM & VRM with the Accelero Hybrid III-140
The highly efficient Accelero Hybrid III-140 is the all-in-one package for real performance junkies. It
combines Water Cooling Solution for the GPU with a 140 mm radiator and a special VRM and RAM
cooling for outstanding power.
With a cooling capacity of 300 watts this powerhouse lowers the temperature of even the most powerful
GPU. A particularly large water contact surface ensures that the heat can be dissipated quickly. Special
attention is given to the voltage regulator module: Individually made VRM heatsinks for NVIDIA and AMD
graphic boards and an 80 mm fan provide not only a long service life but especially a better VRM cooling
than ever before. And the random access memory also receives a special treatment: A smaller, specially
adapted back plate cools the RAM separately to guarantee best efficiency. A gluing of heatsinks on the
graphic card is not necessary.
Extreme performance that does not need loud tones: Through software, the temperature-fan speed curve
can be adjusted, whereby you get the temperature and noise level exactly where you want it to be. An
improved fan controller and the use of additional filters guarantee a smooth operation with both NVIDIA
and AMD graphics cards. The combination of a low noise impeller and the patented fan holder additionally
enables a virtually silent operation – even under full load.
QUICK FACTS Accelero Hybrid III-140 Graphics Card Cooler for Enthusiasts
Back-side cooler for lower RAM temperatures
Optimal VRM cooling through dedicated VRM heatsinks and a 80 mm fan for all NVIDIA and AMD grahic boards
Unparalleled performance with liquid cooling unit
Virtually silent thanks to low noise fan
Improved fan controller for NVIDIA graphics cards
No thermal glue necessary

About ARCTIC
As an international company ARCTIC is one of the leading manufacturers of computer cooling and has a profound know-how in the
field of consumer electronics. With headquarters in Switzerland and offices in Hong Kong, Germany and the U.S., we sell our
products in over 45 countries around the world.

